
VENDOR MANAGED
INVENTORY (VMI)

We know you have A LOT to do - let VMI by TraxMRO help
by enlisting our team of VMI specialists, which also gives you
access to all the benefits of our SRX software solution. You will
have peace of mind and all of the control you desire, allowing

THE PROCESS
On a pre-determined schedule, your
TraxMRO resource will:

Restock products in designated areas
Handle purchase orders and purchasing for
SMC items

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR STOCKROOM
Comprehensive data analytics improves visibility to your inventory
and consumption

HOW IT WORKS
You will have a dedicated TraxMRO specialist that will work with you to
determine the products and levels that need managing, as well as setting
approvals for orders if required. With or without approvals, TraxMRO will give
you the visibility, control, and analytics to all your orders with SMC so you
don't have to worry about overstocking or unauthorized purchases. 

by TraxMRO

WE DO THE HEAVY LIFTING.

you to save time, approve what you want, review, and
adjust your stock quantities on demand. 

Simplified purchasing reduces labor hours so your employees can
focus on critical tasks

Optimized inventory delivers cost reduction and helps minimize
stockouts

TraxMRO specialists help manage a single or multiple stocking
locations across your facility

Support spot buys
Source hard-to-find items
Cross-reference SMC products to add

Quarterly business reviews will be conducted
utilizing the analytics from our software
platform to identify areas to reduce cost
while not putting your facilities at risk for
unplanned downtime.



COMBINE VMI WITH OUR OTHER TraxMRO OFFERS
FOR EVEN MORE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL:

CONSIGNMENT
Keep critical, fast-moving items on-location and only receive invoices for materials when they're
consumed.

JOBSITE TRAILER
TraxMRO provides temporary storage for SMC products when special projects, plant
turnarounds, or other planned events create an increase in demand.

INDUSTRIAL VENDING (IV)
Industrial vending is ideal when you need to control access to your consumable inventory or high-
dollar durable items. Get 24/7 access and additional visibility. 

IN-PLANT (FSM)
In-Plant by TraxMRO provides a dedicated, experienced resource on a daily basis to support not
only your SMC product purchases, but also all purchases from other suppliers.

E-PROCUREMENT
e-Procurement by TraxMRO integrates TraxMRO ordering with your procurement system to
create an efficient and automated process. 

CUSTOMER MANAGED INVENTORY (CMI)
Scan to order or count items using our easy TraxMRO mobile app. Tap to submit orders through
TraxMRO SRX to easily submit orders for materials you need. 

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

Contact us to put TraxMRO to work today!


